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3. Education  
Governor Cuomo is committed to ensuring that all of New York’s students receive a quality 
education—from the first day of pre-kindergarten through the last day of college. The State 
must meet the educational needs of its citizens, not only to give students a path to prosperity 
and the tools to become productive members of society, but also to continue to build the state’s 
economy for the long-term. The path to these goals is through an educational system that puts 
students first.  
 
New York has some of the nation’s highest achieving schools; many committed teachers, 
principals and other school personnel; and a renowned public higher education system. Yet too 
many students continue to slip through the cracks, the result of an education system that for 
too long has been driven by bureaucracy instead of innovation. Consider these facts:  
 

• New York lags behind 31 other states in student performance in math on “the nation’s 
report card”;38  

• Barely three in four students graduate from high school on time;39 and  

• Only 35 percent of students who do graduate are measured as college- and career-
ready.40  

 

We must improve, and under Governor Cuomo’s leadership, the state is making important 
progress. New York is leading the nation in teacher evaluations, with a meaningful teacher 
performance system now in place in every school district. The State is making critical 
investments in early childhood education and other proven academic programs.  
Thanks to the Governor, New York is tying careers and future economic growth directly to 
academic excellence—from the creation of 16 “P-TECH” high schools across the state that link 
K-12, community colleges and regional employers, to the Job Linkage program that connects 
degrees to careers and rewards community colleges with funding based on the future success 
of their students. Through these kinds of innovative programs, Governor Cuomo is developing 
an education system that will produce homegrown talent and drive economic growth.  
 
In April 2012, the Governor established the New NY Education Reform Commission to provide 
him with guidance and advice on education policy, performance and innovation. The 
Commission took as its charge the development of an actionable course of reform based on 
proven models of success.  
 
The Commission brought together 25 nationally-recognized education, community, and 
business leaders from across the state. In 2012, they held public hearings in each of the state’s 
ten regions, received and reviewed thousands of pages of testimony and heard from over 300 
students, parents, educators, and community leaders. From this input, the Commission 
produced recommendations which led the Governor and Legislature to create the first State-
funded full-day pre-kindergarten program, the Community Schools and Extended Learning 
Time initiatives, and the New York State Master Teacher program, and to establish new, 
nationally-recognized P-TECH schools in every region of the State.  
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The Commission’s Final Action Plan follows additional public symposia held throughout 2013 
and builds on the Preliminary Action Plan by calling for a seamless education system that can 
guide children from cradle through college and career. The Commission recommended that 
Governor Cuomo:  
 
• Expand the use of technology in classrooms, particularly at our highest-needs schools, 
through incentives and other measures, as a way to complement teaching and academic 
programs to improve student achievement.  
 
• Commit to expanding high quality early education by building on the success of New York 
State’s first-ever State-funded full-day pre-kindergarten program and bringing to scale access 
to high-quality full-day pre-kindergarten, starting with New York’s highest-needs students.  
 
• Reward the best and brightest teachers by establishing a teacher excellence fund that 
rewards highly effective teachers and attracts and keeps talented educators in the classroom, 
particularly in our lowest-performing schools.  
 
• Implement programs that connect high school to college in order to create greater college 
opportunities, especially for under-represented students, both by replicating successful 
programs such as college scholarships for high-performing students and by expanding 
innovative programs like P-TECH so at-risk students have a chance to attain both a high school 
diploma and an affordable college degree.  
 
• Strategically invest in higher education to increase college enrollment and improve 
outcomes for all students, including by offering paid internships, expanding academic 
programming, and facilitating access to college degree programs though innovative methods.  
 
• Focus on efficiencies and reinvest administrative savings into the classroom by expanding 
opportunities for shared services and reducing obstacles to the school district merger process.    
 
Launch the “Smart Schools” Bond Referendum  
The technology revolution has changed the way we gather and analyze information, learn new 
facts and explore the world. It has the potential to democratize education and society.  
But all of the benefits of technology cannot help children unless they have access to it. Even in 
our digital era, only 63 percent of low-income children have access to a computer and the 
Internet at home, compared to 97 percent of wealthier students.41  

 

These inequities carry over to the classroom. One out of every four rural schools lacks access to 
high-speed broadband.42 And while some students use laptops, tablets and interactive 
whiteboards to help them learn, too many others are being taught in classrooms that look 
fundamentally unchanged from the 1950s.  
 
In our high-speed, high-tech world, we are leaving children behind.  
 
Governor Cuomo is proposing the $2 billion “Smart Schools” bond referendum to help New 
York State re-envision our schools from the ground up. The initiative will make it possible to 
educate students in state-of-the-art classrooms, leverage the power of technology to transform 
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education, and enable long-term investments in proven programs like full-day pre-
kindergarten.  
 
What Technology Means for Students  
1. Every child learns at his or her own pace.  
2. Students get the skills they need to succeed in the 21st century economy.  
3. Access to advanced courses and interactive curriculum is enhanced.  
4. Parents and teachers can communicate easily and often.  
 
If approved by the voters, the “Smart Schools” bond referendum will enable schools to go 
wireless; educate students using interactive tablets instead of outdated textbooks and 
worksheets; make it possible for teachers to connect with one another to share strategies and 
lesson plans; offer high-level courses such as Advanced Placement through blended 
online/classroom learning; replace chalkboards with new interactive whiteboards; and provide 
access to other technology to improve student achievement.  
School districts will be able to invest in:  
• Tablets  

• Desktop and laptop computers  

• Wireless schools  

• Computer servers  

• Interactive whiteboards  

• High-speed broadband connectivity for schools and communities  

• New pre-k classrooms and related capital upgrades  
 
“Smart Schools” funds will be allocated to each school district. The State will establish 
guidelines on eligible uses and every district will create a Smart Schools Investment Plan.  
 

Make Full-Day Pre-Kindergarten Universal in NYS  
Quality early childhood education provides a critical foundation for students’ entire 
educational career. This is particularly important in high-need communities, as repeated 
research has demonstrated over the last several decades:  
 
 The National Bureau of Economic Research found that pre-kindergarten for economically 
disadvantaged children: 1) improves economic social mobility between generations, 2) 
improves college attainment and completion rates for children of non-college educated 
parents, and 3) leads to a net gain in long-term per capita earnings.43  
 
 Every dollar invested in high-quality early childhood education programs has been found to 
result in a return to the public of up to $12.90 in the form of higher tax revenues, lower 
criminal justice system expenditures and lower welfare payments.44  

 Recent brain research has verified the importance of cognitive and social development in the 
early years.45  

 

New York State has a long-standing commitment to early childhood education. As early as 
1966, the State’s “Experimental Pre-Kindergarten” program allocated resources for low-income 
children to enroll in pre-k classes. In 1997, the modern “Universal Pre-Kindergarten” program 
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was launched; 449 school districts now offer pre-k to nearly 100,000 children through the 
program.  
 
Last year, Governor Cuomo launched the State’s first program dedicated to providing full-day 
pre-kindergarten to children in our highest-needs communities. More than 5,500 children will 
enroll in full-day pre-k for the first time over the next few months as a result of this dedicated 
funding for a proven educational program.  
 
It is time to fulfill the State’s goal of truly “Universal Pre-Kindergarten” access for all children.  
 

Reward the Most Effective Teachers  
Highly effective educators are critical to the success of our students. As described above, New 
York has become a national leader in promoting teacher effectiveness. This year, the State will 
build on the universal implementation of the teacher evaluation system by recognizing and 
rewarding our most effective teachers.  
 
State law specifies that teacher evaluations “shall be a significant factor for employment 
decisions including but not limited to, promotion, retention, tenure determination, termination, 
and supplemental compensation…”46 In fact, some school districts, including New York City, 
Rochester and Syracuse, are already piloting teacher incentives.  
 
In 2014, Governor Cuomo is proposing the creation of a Teacher Excellence Fund to help more 
school districts give meaning to these provisions and encourage excellent teachers to continue 
in the classrooms where they are needed the most.  
 
Highly effective teachers will be eligible for up to $20,000 in annual supplemental 
compensation through the Teacher Excellence Fund. Eligibility for the Fund will require 
agreement of both the school district and teachers’ union. Districts will be chosen to participate 
based on factors that include whether the incentives are designed to encourage highly effective 
teachers to work in struggling schools.  
 
Build on the Successful NYS P-TECH Public-Private Partnership  
Education in the 21st century requires making sure that our students are prepared for life after 
graduation by linking the skills we teach in the classroom with the needs of our employers. 
New York State has been a pioneer in linking our education and economic development 
strategies, and the P-TECH partnership is a shining example of this approach in practice.  
P-TECH—short for Pathways in Technology Early College High School—began in a single 
school in Brooklyn and has grown into a national movement to link education and economic 
opportunity.  
 
P-TECH involves public-private partnerships between K-12 schools, colleges and universities, 
and regional employers. Governor Cuomo brought together IBM, SUNY, CUNY, the Business 
Council of New York State and the State Education Department to take P-TECH statewide—
making New York the first state to do so.  
 
In 2013, 16 schools across the state were selected in the first round of NYS P-TECH.47 The 
model delivers five core benefits to students:  
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1. An Associate of Applied Science degree in a high-tech field at no cost to the student;  
 

2. A commitment that students will be first in line for a job with the participating business 
partners following completion of the program;  
 

3. A rigorous, relevant and cost-free “grades 9 to 14” education focused on the knowledge and  
skills students need for Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) careers;  

4. Workplace learning that includes ongoing mentoring by professionals in a student’s chosen 
career sector, worksite visits, speakers and internships; and  

5. Intensive, individualized academic support by K-12 and college faculty within an extended 
academic year or school day that enables students to progress through the program at their 
own pace.  
 
This year, Governor Cuomo proposes making P-TECH available to more students through a 
second round of funding, with the goal of selecting at least one additional school in each of the 
state’s ten Regional Economic Development Council areas.  
 

Encourage the Best and Brightest STEM Students to Stay in New York  
One of the fastest-growing sectors of the economy has been Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Math—the so-called “STEM” fields. In New York today, there are 1.7 STEM jobs for every 
person looking for work, and the state is projected to have nearly a half-million STEM jobs by 
2018, the third highest in the country.48  

 

To fill these openings, the State should encourage the best and brightest students from all of 
our schools to pursue STEM college degrees and build their careers here in New York.  
To help this happen, Governor Cuomo is proposing to provide full tuition scholarships to any 
SUNY or CUNY college or university to the top ten percent of high school graduates if they 
pursue a STEM career and then work in New York for five years.  
 
It is a good deal for promising high school students—and a great deal for the state’s economic 
future.  
 
Expand and Launch another Round of NYSUNY 2020 and NYCUNY 2020  
In 2011, Governor Cuomo launched the NYSUNY 2020 program, making our state universities 
into incubators of academic excellence and economic growth. The joint effort between the 
Governor and SUNY leverages State capital funding to incentivize bottom-up, individualized, 
long-term economic development plans on campuses and the surrounding communities.  
 
Successful plans demonstrate the cooperation of the local community and stakeholders to spur 
local economic development and contribute to regional revitalization. They feature local 
strategic partnerships to increase academic and economic benefits, receive endorsements from 
local governments, harness multiple funding sources, and include expansion of capital facilities 
as well as faculty hires.  
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NYSUNY 2020 continued with a second round of incentive funding in 2012. In 2013, the 
Governor and Legislature launched a third round of NYSUNY 2020 as well as a first round of 
NYCUNY 2020—each with funding of $55 million.  
 
This year, we will build on the program’s success by expanding New York’s strategic 
investment in higher education performance. Higher education plays a critical role in the 
economic vitality of the state and has an enormous impact on individuals’ career earnings. 
Graduates with an associate’s degree boost their lifetime earnings by an average of $420,000, 
earning nearly one-third more than those with just a high school diploma. Students graduating 
with a bachelor’s degree increase their lifetime earnings by an average of over $960,000, or 74 
percent, over those with just a high school diploma.49  

 

Governor Cuomo proposes to expand this initiative to offer awards to plans that:  

• Use technology to improve academic success and job opportunities for students, such as 
providing online courses that expand access to degree programs and also serve as a way 
to accelerate degree completion so students may more quickly enter the workforce;  

• Leverage economic and academic opportunities for public-private partnerships through 
the START-UP NY program; and  

• Provide experiential learning opportunities, such as co-op paid internships, to better 
connect students to the workforce.  

 
Funding will continue to be awarded through a bottom-up competitive process through which 
campuses develop plans for improving academic outcomes, finding efficiencies, and promoting 
innovation and economic development. Because our State public higher education system has a 
diverse array of institutions ranging from technical colleges to university centers, the 
competitive process will account for mission differentiation. Other factors that will be taken 
into account include a plan’s capacity to be successfully scaled up and exported to other 
campuses; the ability of campuses to leverage state funding for private and philanthropic 
matches; and promoting access for underserved populations.  
 
In order to ensure that every dollar spent on education improves the educational performance 
of our students, we must first ensure that the education system is operating as efficiently as 
possible.  
 
The best way to achieve this efficiency is to eliminate needless duplication of services. This can 
be accomplished through shared services and school district mergers.  
 
A recent report from the New York State School Boards Association cites several important 
advantages to voluntary mergers. They allow districts to:  
 
• Save money through economies of scale;  

• Improve the quality, availability, and number of educational choices;  

• Receive additional State aid;  

• Maintain or expand extracurricular/sporting programs;  
• Gain specialized teachers and staff;  

• Acquire better instructional materials and equipment;  
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• Achieve greater cultural diversity;  

• Reduce teacher turnover; and  

• Reduce taxes for some residents.50  

 

Yet despite these benefits, and the significant financial incentives for mergers that exist in 
current law, very few actually occur. In fact, since 2000, only 13 school districts—out of nearly 
700—have merged.  
 
There are several steps the State can take to help school districts become more efficient in 
order to invest in the classroom, either through voluntary mergers or simply by making greater 
use of shared services and economies of scale. One important change is to eliminate barriers to 
successful merger votes. Some attempts to merge have failed because of inflexibility in the 
current law on sensitive issues like phasing in new tax rates. The law should be amended to 
allow flexibility so that new tax rates can be phased in at an appropriate pace determined by 
the merging school districts.  
 
With this and other strategies, our schools can focus their resources where they belong: on our 
students. 
 

 

From Chapter on Tax Relief: 
 
Freeze Property Taxes for Working Families  
To provide relief for homeowners, the Governor proposes to freeze property taxes for two 
years.  
 
New York’s real property taxes are the highest in the nation, with an average residential bill of 
$5,040.2 Three of the four counties with the highest property tax bills in the country—
Westchester, Nassau and Rockland—are in New York, and 13 out of the 15 counties with the 
highest property taxes as a percent of home value are in Upstate New York.3 One of the main 
reasons that property taxes are so high is the sheer number of local governments that place 
significant burdens on taxpayers and adversely affect the business climate.  
 

Residents will be eligible for the 2-year property tax freeze if their local governments meet two 
important requirements: 
  
1) Local governments must stay within the property tax cap.  
The State will provide a tax rebate equal to the amount of the increase in a homeowner’s tax 
bill in all jurisdictions that stay within the cap, which will provide a powerful incentive for 
school districts and local governments to find efficiencies to keep property tax growth in check.  
Governor Cuomo has already taken significant steps to help local governments control 
property tax increases. He led the fight to pass pension reforms that will save local taxpayers 
$69 billion over 30 years while reducing pressures for future property tax increases. In 
addition, the State provided further mandate relief to local governments by taking over their 
share of Medicaid cost growth, which will save counties and New York City $1.2 billion over 
five fiscal years; reformed the Early Intervention program; and enacted binding arbitration 
reform—all to help local governments save.  
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2) Local governments must take concrete steps to reduce costs.  
To qualify for the second year of tax relief, localities must remain within the property tax cap 
and agree to implement a shared services or administrative consolidation plan.  
New York is one of only ten states where a resident can live in and be taxed by three general 8  

 
purpose local governments at the same time—a county, town and village.4 In addition, other 
special purpose entities such as school districts, fire districts, library districts, lighting districts 
and garbage districts levy their own taxes, assessments and fees on residents, and many 
provide overlapping or duplicative services with general purpose governments.  
 
New York has nearly 10,500 separate local governments—equal to one government for every 
395 New York households outside of New York City. State government has made great strides 
in consolidating back office operations, information technology and office space and has 
reformed the procurement process. Local governments must follow suit.  
 
The property tax freeze will apply to all areas of New York State that are subject to the real 
property tax cap, and will therefore exclude New York City.  
 
While capping and freezing real property taxes can keep the burden of property taxes from 
increasing, additional steps are needed to provide relief to already overburdened property 
taxpayers.  
 
To further reduce the property tax burden on 1.9 million low- and middle-income taxpayers, 
Governor Cuomo proposes the creation of a property tax “circuit breaker” based on a 
taxpayer’s ability to pay.  
 
Households earning up to $200,000 will be eligible for this tax rebate. When fully phased in, the 
circuit breaker will generate $1 billion in tax relief for New York State taxpayers, and the 
average household will save an estimated $500. The benefit would be administered as a 
refundable tax credit against the personal income tax, and will be available to all homeowners 
in New York City and to homeowners outside New York City whose jurisdiction is adhering to 
the property tax cap.  
 
For taxpayers with incomes below $120,000, the credit would equal 20 percent of the amount 
of property taxes paid that exceed 3 percent of income. For incomes between $120,000 and 
$150,000 annually, the benefit would equal 15 percent of the amount of property taxes paid 
that exceed 4 percent of income. For annual incomes between $150,000 and $200,000, the 
benefit would equal 10 percent of the amount of property taxes paid that exceed 5 percent of 
income. All credits would be capped at $1,000.  
 

Figure 1.3  

Property Tax Relief “Circuit-

Breaker” Proposal Income  
(AGI)  

Burden  
Threshold  

Excess Credit %  Maximum Credit  

$120,000 or less  3%  20%  $1,000  

Between $120,000 and $150,000  4%  15%  $1,000  

Between $150,000 and $200,000  5%  10%  $1,000  
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In New York, over 3.3 million households are renters, with many facing severe housing 
burdens. Fully one third of the state’s renting households are families with children under the 
age of 18, and about half of those families have two children or more.5 Over 829,000 low-
income renter households spend more than 50 percent of their monthly cash income on 
housing costs—leaving these families with little for food and other necessities.6 Thousands of 
moderate-income families also face similar burdens. While renters do not pay property taxes 
directly, a portion of their monthly rent is used to cover property taxes for the landlord.  
Governor Cuomo proposes providing tax relief for renters with incomes below $100,000 by 
offering a refundable personal income tax credit that increases with family size. This new credit 
would provide over $400 million in tax relief.  

 

From Chapter on Reducing Energy Costs 
 
Of the nearly 5,000 public schools in the state, many are prime candidates for solar energy but 
have not been able to navigate the bureaucratic channels to finance it through potential energy 
savings.  
 
As the next phase of NY-SUN, Governor Cuomo will establish Community Solar NY: a 
comprehensive community solar package to address these issues and make solar energy 
available to all New Yorkers that want it. This initiative will include “K-Solar,” a program to 
provide incentives, financing, and technical assistance to school administrators interested in 
reducing energy costs and creating healthier environments for students through on-site solar 
installations.  
 
In addition, NYSERDA and NYPA will work to use schools and other institutions as 
demonstration hubs for developing community-based aggregation models to “solarize” entire 
neighborhoods with increased purchasing power and lower installation costs. For example, 
NYPA could facilitate a solar project at a school, with NYSERDA providing a financial reward to 
the school for every surrounding home that installs solar as well, thus incentivizing the school 
to rally the community around the benefits of clean energy. 

 

From Chapter on Justice: 
 
Protect Students against Discrimination and Harassment  
Last November, New Yorkers were horrified to learn about the terrible allegations of anti-
Semitism in the Pine Bush Central School District, where, as the New York Times reported: “the 
swastikas… seemed to be everywhere: on walls, desks, lockers, textbooks, computer screens, a 
playground slide—even on a student’s face”62 and where children were subject to “anti-Semitic 
bullying and slurs and other intimidation.”63  

 

In response to these alleged incidents, which the Times report indicates occurred over a period 
of years, Governor Cuomo immediately ordered an investigation by the State Police and the 
State Division of Human Rights.  
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The Governor seeks to ensure that all students, particularly the most vulnerable—children 
enrolled from kindergarten through 12th grade—are protected from any discrimination and 
harassment. To ensure that these students are protected, schools should be required to provide 
timely reporting to the State to ensure that appropriate State officials can take swift action to 
protect our children.  
 
As the Dignity for All Students law proclaims: “Students’ ability to learn and to meet high 
academic standards, and a school’s ability to educate its students, are compromised by 
incidents of discrimination or harassment including bullying, taunting or intimidation.”64 

However, under current state law, schools are not required to immediately report incidents of 
discrimination or harassment.65 Without adequate reporting, we cannot truly protect our 
children.  
 
Governor Cuomo proposes amending State law to require all public schools to notify the State 
Education Department (SED), the Division of Human Rights and the State Police if there is a 
pattern of discrimination or harassment. Schools will also be required to implement SED 
intervention protocols to remedy these injustices.  

 
In addition, Governor Cuomo believes that all New Yorkers must be able to attend school 
without fear of discrimination or harassment, and to the extent that students are harassed or 
bullied in school, remedies should be available to them under the New York State Human 
Rights Law. In a 2012 case involving severe racial bullying of a young girl,66 the Division of 
Human Rights was divested of jurisdiction to investigate complaints in public schools by 
finding that the definition of “education corporation or association” does not encompass public 
schools, including public higher education institutions. As a direct result, the Division of Human 
Rights was forced to dismiss over 70 complaints filed against public schools by victims of 
discrimination,67 despite the fact that the Division has asserted jurisdiction over public schools 
for almost thirty years. Governor Cuomo proposes to amend the Human Rights Law to ensure 
that all students are afforded protection against discrimination. 
 
 


